
Threaded with Love Quilt

Designed and made by Sally Ablett

Size: 38” x 38”

Block: 6“ square
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DESIGN 1

Fabric 1: Fat ¼ - A180.1 (Family on cream)
Fabric 2: Fat ¼ - A181.2 (Grey Threaded with Love)
Fabric 3: Fat ¼ - A182.1 (Pins and Needles on cream)
Fabric 4: Fat ¼ - A183.3 (Stitch Heart on grey)
Fabric 5: Fat ¼ - A184.3 (Threads on grey)
Fabric 6: 60cm - BB82 (Coral Bumbleberries)
Fabric 7: 75cm - BB85 (Light Red Bumbleberries)
42“ square wadding and backing
Template plastic or card

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS (Threaded with Love Collection)

DESIGN 2

Fabric 1: Fat ¼ - A180.2 (Family on light blue)
Fabric 2: Fat ¼ - A181.1 (Pink Threaded with Love)
Fabric 3: Fat ¼ - A182.3 (Pins and Needles on red)
Fabric 4: Fat ¼ - A183.2 (Stitch Heart on gold)
Fabric 5: Fat ¼ - A184.1 (Threads on cream)
Fabric 6: 60cm - BB79 (Light grey Bumbleberries)
Fabric 7: 75cm - BB90 (Olive Bumbleberries)
42“ square wadding and backing
Template plastic or card

DESIGN 3

Fabric 1: Fat ¼ - A180.3 (Family on grey)
Fabric 2: Fat ¼ - A181.3 (Gold Threaded with Love)
Fabric 3: Fat ¼ - A182.2 (Pins and Needles on grey)
Fabric 4: Fat ¼ - A183.1 (Stitch Heart on cream)
Fabric 5: Fat ¼ - A184.3 (Threads on gold)
Fabric 6: 60cm - BB79 (Light grey Bumbleberries)
Fabric 7: 75cm - BB82 (Coral Bumbleberries)
42“ square wadding and backing
Template plastic or card



CUTTING

Cut across width of fabric

1. From fabric 6 cut:
a. x3 3⅞" strips sub cut into:

- x25 3⅞" squares
(Cut squares in half along the diagonal to make fifty triangles)

- x3 1⅞" squares
(Cut squares in half along the diagonal to make six triangles)

b. x1 1⅞"strip sub cut into:
- x22 1⅞" squares

(Cut squares in half along the diagonal to make forty four triangles)
c. x2 1¾" strips sub cut into:

- x36 1¾" squares
2. From fabric 7 cut:

a. x10 1¾" strips sub cut into:
- x60 1¾" x 6½" strips

b. x4 2½" strips – binding

MAKE TEMPLATE

1. Take template plastic or card and cut a rectangle measuring 3½" x 6⅞"

2a. Draw a line diagonally across top corners 1⅛" away from corner along top edge and down 
sides
b. Draw another line diagonally from bottom right corner up 3½" from bottom left corner

3. Cut along each drawn line to make half heart template which will also be used reversed

PIECING

Use ¼" seam allowance throughout. Press all seams open unless otherwise noted

1a. Take half heart template and draw around template five times each on fabrics 1 to 5 to make 
twenty five left half hearts
b. Turn template over and draw around reversed templates five times each on fabrics 1 to 5 to 
make twenty five right half hearts

2a. Take one, fabric 1 left heart piece and join two, 1⅞" fabric 6 triangles to top corners of heart 
piece
b. Join one, 3⅞" fabric 6 triangle to bottom corner to make one, left half heart
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c. Make one right half heart in a similar manner

3. Join half hearts together to make block which should measure 6½" square

ASSEMBLY

1a. Arrange blocks in five rows of five blocks, alternating blocks with 1¾" x 6½" fabric 7 sashing 
strips
b. Make sashing rows with remaining 1¾" x 6½" fabric 7 sashing strips and 1¾" fabric 6 squares

2a. Join pieces together in rows
b. Join rows together to complete quilt top

COMPLETION

Sandwich quilt top, wadding and backing. Pin or baste layers

Quilt as desired

Double bind edges with 2½" fabric 7 strips
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4. Repeat to make total of twenty five blocks
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